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Sports Outlook Timeout 
Clemson The fight for net Non-traditional holiday 
advances to CFP neutrality songs 
Established in 1907, South carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson.Volume 112I Issue 10 I December 4, 2017 
0 thetigernews 0 @thetigercu 8 @thetigercu 0 thetigernews.com 
DAVID PEREZ// Asst. Photo Editor 
After 24,504 days perched atop a hill overlooking campus, Clemson House turned into a cloud ofdust during a controlled implosion on the morning ofDec. 
3. With hundreds ofpeople attending, the implosion lasted about 30 seconds, taking away a building with 67 years ofClemson history and memories. 
The First Here's why the number of reported 
Amendment sex offenses at Clemson is lower 
debate: Clemson than national statistics 
students weigh in Elizabeth Tucker and lengthy than the univers1tys the on and off-campus resources," 
Contributor process," Clemson University Chief McCullough said. 
Russell Glass Bailey said. "To say something of Police Jami Brothers said. Clemson strongly encourages 
Asst. News Editor offensive, obviously someone Compared to University of At Clemson, victims can choose Tide IX training through Think 
might find it offensive, but you South Carolina - Columbia (USC) to report _a crime and whether or not About It for undergraduate students 
Fourty-five words. shouldn't be restricted from saying and other South Carolina colleges, he or she wants to press charges afi:er or EDU: Eliminate Campus Sexual 
"Congress shall make no something like that." Clemson has a higher reported the incident has been reported to Violence for graduate assistants. 
law respecting an establishment Bailey also disagreed with sexual assault average. In 2015, CUPD. After going to CUPD, the The Clemson Tide IX website 
of religion, or prohibiting the Basco's position on the subject of Clemson had 13 reported sexual report goes through both criminal reports over 86 percent of incoming 
free exercise thereof; or abridging hate speech, saying that due to assaults compared to USC's eight. and noncriminal processing due freshmen, transfer and Bridge 
the freedom of speech, or of the different definitions, it shouldn't For an incident to appear on to Title IX. It's On Us helps with students have successfully completed 
press, or the right of the people to be regulated. the security report, it must occur the noncriminal processing by the course. By combining this 
peaceably assemble, and to petition "I don't think there should on-campus, at public property putting victims in contact with with events put on by It's On Us, 
the government for a redress be any restrictions on it because located immediately next to campus various resources. Clemson provides ample resources 
ofgrievances." what constitutes hate speech to or at non-campus properties (such as Offenses are also not reported in the fight to prevent sexual assault. 
Fourty-five words. Though someone might not constitute it to university-controlled buildings that on the grounds that the victim "I hope that It's On Us is making 
recently, some would say those someone else. Because people can are not part of main campus). This believes that the report will a difference, and I truly believe that 
words have been encroached upon, think different things, [to some] it's means incidents that occur at an off­ negatively impact his or her social we are. We ofi:en have students reach 
particularly on college campuses. hate speech but to someone else it campus apartment are not included life and he or she will lose friends. out to us for more information 
But is it justified? isn't," Bailey said. in the statistics because the building More ofi:en than not, the offender is about the organization, becoming 
Debate over the First Bailey also believes it's is not controlled by the university. within the victim's social circle. involved, and connections to off­
Amendment has drawn a dividing important to protect free speech For nearly 30 years, the "[The victims] don't want to campus crisis organizations. I believe 
line through universities and for all citizens so that they can Clery Act has required colleges deal with it," Brothers said. "They that our organization is a supportive 
the country. On one side - voice their opinions. and universities that participate just want it to go away, and so I environment for survivors and allies 
constitutionalists, those who "Even if yes, it's considered in federal financial aid programs think that feeling of having to tell alike to heal and create meaningful 
believe that free speech shouldn't be hate speech, like Richard Spencer, to share statistics regarding their story over and over again just relationships and support systems," 
restricted under any circumstances. . . . what he thinks is absolutely campus crime. becomes weary and tiresome." Kirsten McCullough said. 
On the other - those who believe abhorrent, but he has the right According to Clemson According to the National Brothers said that since the Tide 
that free speech can and should to say what he thinks. And University's 2017 Security and Sexual Violence Resource Center IX training began to be encouraged 
be restricted for the common good though people like myself find Fire Safety Report, 10 forcible sex (NSVRC), one in five women and in 2014, the number of reports 
and public saf.ety. it offensive . . . he should still offenses were reported at Clemson one in 16 men are sexually assaulted has increased. 
"I feel like there are some be allowed to voice his opinion," in 2016, compared to 13 in 2015 at some point in their college careers. "I think a lot of females realized 
instances in which the First Bailey said. "Because it does provide and 12 in 2014. Results from the Clemson after [the Tide IX] education 'Hey, 
Amendment [needs regulation], but for a society to where we qn be like "Everyone should become University crime log do not quite that happened, and OK _you're 
those instances are very extreme," 'hey, that guy is completely wrong involved with the issues of match up with the national statistics. telling me that's wrong' and so 
freshman architecture major and we shouldn't listen to him."' interpersonal violence to create Redfern Health Center conducted a they reported [ the sexual assault]," 
Will Basco said. "Like hate speech And debate doesn't stop with substantial change," Clemson's It's survey in 2010 involving 720 first­ she said. 
but especially nowadays it students. Professors like Dr. Bradley On Us chapter president Kirsten year female students at Clemson Even when a report is filed, 
seems like hate speech is being Thompson have also noticed McCullough said. that found that 20 percent of those there are still various steps that 
defended and not just by everyday recent developments regarding the Student organizations on students experienced sexual assault the victim must go through in 
citizens, which in itself is alarming, First Amendment. campus, like It's On Us, work to in some form. The study also order to complete the report. 
but by the people we have elected." "I don't think a university is a fight against sexual assault within shows that 90 percent of assaults The report goes through both 
However, while speech may real university [if it] does not protect Clemson. It's On Us was founded aren't repor_ted. criminal and noncriminal processes 
remain unregulated, citizens like freedom of speech. And [it] is a in fall 2014 after a student who However, these statistics only that involve both CUPD and 
Basco support the institution of safe function of the freedom of thought," was running at night was sexually come from reported incidents or Clemson University. 
spaces and free speech zones. Thompson said. "So if there assaulted on campus. Since then, It's voluntary surveys, both ofwhich are "I cannot specifically speak as 
"The concept of it I think is is no freedom of speech on a On Us has pursued their vision of a volunteer-based. to why the report rate at Clemson is 
fine . . . having a space to retreat college campus, there is no freedom campus without sexual assault. Perhaps the most tragic reason less than the national average. Sexual 
to where you don't have to worry ofthought. And ifthere is no freedom "We try to create a community that reports are not made can assault is ofi:en under-reported 
about any real issue ... I feel like that's of thought then the core mission on campus that is educated and be traced to the idea that many everywhere due to the stigma that 
a good measure to have for of a university is threatened." aware of the issues. We believe victims do not understand what surrounds it. I would like to add 
students," Basco said. Thompson's belief is that that defining consent and teaching exactly defines a "sexual offense." that if we continue to believe 
Not everybody shares Basco's the mission of a university is the bystander intervention will help to Such confusion can also lead to a and support survivors through 
view, however, and a recent pursuit of truth, and that combat sexual assault on campus. skewed statistic. their healing process, they will 
incident involving the distribution that cannot happen if speech and Also, we hope that by fostering It's On Us also strives to be more likely to come forward," 
of flyers from both white thought are regulated. this community, survivors feel help students understand what McCullough said. 
nationalists and anti-fascists on the "The pursuit of truth cannot safe, supported, and heard," consensual sex is and the difference The true reason as to why the 
_Clemson University campus has and should not be restricted by McCullough said. between consent and rape. national average of sexual offenses 
sparked debate over the restrictions government officials, which is Local law enforcement is also "We define concepts such as is higher than the reported offenses 
I ofFirst Amendment. what . . . the administration are trying to get more victims to tell consent and bystander intervention. at Clemson essentially boils down 
"I would think restrictions on in one way or another .. . they are their stories regarding assault in Also, we hold events on campus to the fact that these crimes happen, 
the First Amendment, like yelling paid by the state," Thompson said. order to lead to prosecution. where students and faculty can but they are not always reported. 
'fire' in a movie theater where it "I don't think that administrators "I want folks to report [sexual come together to learn and show "Do I think only 13 sexual 
can potentially injure someone and faculty really need to assault] to us so that we can do rheir support for the survivors in assaults occurred on campus last 
I . . . it's actually against the law," be restnctmg speech. I think something about it, but the criminal our Clemson family. Finally, we help year? No, but that's all we can 
sophomore history major Morgan See SPEECH on A2 process is a bit more tedious survivors to make connections with count," Brothers said. 
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Top five things you need to know this week 
Annual Holiday Parade to 
take place this week 
The city of Clemson's 24th annual Holiday Parade will take 
place on Tuesday, Dec. 5 at 6 p.m. 
The parade begin on Highway 93, traveling down College 
Avenue and ending at Strode Circle. 
The city ofClemson says that at 4:45 p.m. Tuesday, it will close 
the portion of College Avenue between Keith Street and Highway 
93 for pre-parade festivities. When the parade begins at 6 p.m., the 
road closure will extend to Edgewood Avenue. 
City officials are encouraging those who work in the area 
and will be leaving around that time to leave the area by 5:50 p.m. 
Othetwise, they will be stuck downtown until the parade is over. 
Clemson prof's artwork on 
display at The Met 
Clemson University professor Todd Anderson's artwork will be 
on display at the Metropolitan Museum ofArt in New York City 
through Feb. 5, 2018. 
"The Last Glacier'' features color woodcuts which form pages 
in a limited-edition artist book. Anderson collaborated on the work 
with printmaker Bruce Crownover and Ian van Coller, a professor of 
photography at Montana State University. 
According to Anderson, only a handful ofuniversity professors 
have had their artwork acquired by The Met. 
"We don't know of anybody - any other pure academic -
who has exhibited at The Met while still alive," Anderson said in a 
news release. 
Lighting of the Gardens to 
take place this week 
The annual Lighting ofthe Gardens will take place on Tuesday; 
Dec. 5 at 5 p.m. in the Carillon Garden. 
In addition to the lighting of the garden's trees and bushes, 
the event will feature performances by TakeNote and the Clemson 
Gospel Choir. There will also be holiday cookies, a hot chocolate bar 
and photos with Santa Claus. 
The event is sponsored by CUSG, which has partnered with 
Clemson Hope, a student-led nonprofit dedicated to improving 
Title 1 schools in the area. Organiz.ers are encouraging anendees to 
bring school supplies or cash donations to help support students who 
attend these schools. 
Clemson named 'Best Small 
Sports City' in U.S. 
Clemson has been named the Best Small Sports City in the 
United States by WalletHub. 
The website compared 420 cities across the U.S. to create the 
best small, rnidsize and large sports cities list. They used 50 key 
metrics ranging from performance level of teams to average ticket 
price per game. 
Three other Carolinas cities were in the top 15 on the small 
cities list. Chapel Hill, North Carolina, home to the University of 
North Carolina, placed third. Cullowhee, North Carolina, home 
to Western Carolina University; placed seventh. Conway; South 
Carolina, home to Coastal Carolina University; was no. 13. 
To view the full report, go to https://tinyurl.com/y9qwouug. 
Man accused of selling 
ecstasy to undercover agent 
A man has been arrested for selling ecstasy to an undercover 
SLED agent in downtown Clemson. 
According to the Clemson City Police Department, Pierre S. 
Davis of Seneca sold the ecstasy to the agent during an undercover 
operation on Oct. 27. Police say Davis fled the scene after resisting 
arrest. He was taken into custody on Nov. 30 by the SLED Fugitive 
Task Force. 
Davis is charged with Distribution of Ecstasy; Distribution 
of Ecstasy within Proximity of Clemson University and 
Resisting Arrest. 
He is being held on a $26,000 surety bond at the Pickens 
County Detention Center. 
SPEECH.from Al 
the best way to respond 
to and answer speech that 
you don't like is to make a 
better argument. " 
Those on Thompson's 
side of the fence also 
fear that we may be headed 
for a future reminiscent 
of George Orwell's 
"Nineteen Eighty-Four" 
if speech continues to 
be restricted. And that 
free speech is essential 
to what Thompson calls 
"living in the truth." 
"In a certain sense· 
[students) have a better 
sense of the reality 
than I do. Are there students 
at this university or at any 
university in the United 
States of America that 
feel pressure, real pressure 
from other students, from 
administrators, or from 
_faculty to accept certain 
viewpoints in their 
classes?" Thompson said. 
"Do you feel like there 
are students who feel they 
can't tell the truth when 
writing papers in 
classes? If we can 
live in the truth at 
the universities, than 
we should shut down 
the universities." 
We ·make the world safer 
through nuclear materials management. 
I 
I 
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Why ending net neutrality is disastrous 
Olivia McQuarrie 
Outlook Editor 
The phrase "net 
neutrality" has been thrown 
around quite a lot these 
past few weeks. Really, all 
that we know is that our 
government is trying to get 
rid of it. But what is net 
neutrality and what does 
removing it mean for us? 
Let's dive right in. 
Net neutrality 
prohibits internet service 
providers like Comcast, 
Verizon and AT&T 
from blocking content, 
applications or websites 
from your use. In 2015 the 
Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) was 
pressured to adopt the Open 
Internet Order, which is also 
called the Title II Order. 
This order classifies 
internet service providers as 
common carriers, banning 
them from activities like 
paid prioritization, blocking 
and speeding up or slowing 
down service at will. It allows 
the internet to be free and 
open, allowing information 
to be shared and accessed 
without interference. 
The problem now 
is that President Donald 
Trump's FCC chairman, a 
man named Ajit Pai, wants 
get rid of net neutrality. On 
Dec. 14, the FCC will vote 
on this proposal, a proposal 
that millions of Americans 
are against. America is a 
country founded on freedom 
of speech. It is one of the 
most important pillars of 
our Constitution. But now, 
the Trump administration is 
willing to just throw it away, 
like it means nothing at all. 
How can one justify 
limiting our freedom of 
information and the press 
in the name of more money 
for large companies? Who 
thinks that our right to 
understand what is going on 
in our country and the world 
is a privilege that only the 
rich can afford? 
Although many of us 
might disagree when it comes 
to what news outlets we use, 
we can all agree that we do 
not want to be brainwashed 
or have our sources limited, 
tampered with or taken 
away from us. It is our right 
to have access to them, and it 
is not ok for the government 
to allow this to occur. This 
is not strictly a democratic 
or republican issue, but 
a bipartisan one in the 
highest degree. 
The worst part is that 
the lower classes in the 
United States will suffer the 
most, as many will be unable 
to afford access to all of the 
Federal Communications 
Commission's Website: 
https://www.fcc.gov 
internet. Everyone knows 
how ingrained the internet 
is in our everyday lives, 
whether it be for research, 
social media, the news, 
Netflix or more. Imagine 
having little to no access 
to those benefits, because 
for the poorer people in 
this country, those will 
become a luxury that they 
cannot afford. 
This proposal to take 
away net neutrality is, 
essentially, systematically 
suppressing lower class 
Americans and taking away 
opportunities that they may 
have to better their situations 
and keep in tune with our 
culture. It will further divide 
the gap between the rich 
and the poor in our country 
as well, because higher 
ups working for internet 
providers will continue to 
make more money, while 
the poorer citizens of our 
country will have less and 
less of an opportunity to 
get ahead and improve 
life circumstances. 
According to Engadget, 
corporations such as Google, 
Facebook, Microsoft, 
Amazon, Twitter, Airbnb, 
Pinterest, Redd it and 
over 195 other internet 
companies are currently 
supporting net neutrality 
as defined by Title II of the 
Communications Act of 
1934. This means that these 
companies are all in support 
of the Open Internet 
Order. And guess who is in 
support of getting rid of net 
neutrality? You guessed it! 
Really, the only companies 
against net neutrality, also 
according to Engadget, are 
Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, 
Sprint and Comcast, 
the very companies who 
would all stand to make 
a profit from taking away 
net neutrality. 
Additionally, because 
internet providers are all 
competing with each other, 
they can prioritize their own 
products, and effectively · 
stop access to products 
produced by other internet 
providers. This is another 
layer to the issue, because 
Verizon users, for example, 
might be forced to use 
Verizon's Go90 instead ·of 
Netflix or Hulu because it 
is their only option when 
it comes to a streaming 
service. Verizon could, 
theoretically, slow down 
the streaming of a site like 
Netflix or Hulu and then 
charge more for streaming 
services at the speeds that 
you are used to. By doing 
so, they are basically forcing 
their consumers to use the 
inferior Go90 because not 
everyone will be able to 
afford extra charges for 
streaming that actually 
works. If this occurs 
with every large internet 
provider, competmon 
between other non-internet 
providing companies 
and products will 
become nonexistent. 
Do not let the big 
companies fool you. Their 
websites will be prioritized. 
Their news sources will be 
prioritized. Their products 
will be prioritized. Their 
version of the internet will 
be prioritized. Do not give 
your internet providers 
the option to control 
your speed or reliability 
based on their own views 
and concerns. 
Do not let our 
government take away 
our access to knowledge. 
Contact the Federal 
Communications 
Commission and ask them 
to protect your rights. Call 
your congressmen and 
women, and urge them to 
speak out. Do not let this 
proposal pass on Dec. 14, 
because if it does, it is a 
slippery slope that leads 
to an under-educated 
public and a world where 
a handful of companies 
control our everyday lives. 
advancement of America's 
technological progress and 
leadership. America would 
likely lose the brightest 
researchers, educators 
and entrepreneurs to 
more welcoming and 
accessible graduate 
programs elsewhere in 
the world. 
Therefore, it is 
crucial to urge congress to 
oppose this provision that 
repeals Section 11?(d). It is 
important to call and urge 
your congress senator to 
say no to the Grad Student 
Tax. Let your senator know 
how this Grad Student Tax 
influences you personally 
and how it spells disaster 
for graduate education 
in general. 
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Letter to the editor: 
Grad student voices 
Congress recently 
passed a proposed tax 
reform bill titled The 
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 
that puts harsh financial 
burdens on graduate 
college students and recent 
college graduates. Under 
this bill, graduate and 
doctoral students are taxed 
on the tuition waivers their 
schools provide. It is the 
Graduate Student Tax. 
As their name implies, 
these tuition waivers 
are not a "sa1ary"; they 
simply exempt graduate 
students from paying 
tuition. Indeed, graduate 
students never actually see 
the money these waivers 
hypothetically represent. 
Nevertheless, the tuition 
waivers are the students' 
financial support lifeline, 
making graduate school 
affordable to those who 
otherwise wouldn't be 
able to pursue a graduate 
education. The modest 
stipend paid on top of the 
waiver usually barely covers 
housing, utilities and other 
basic needs. For example, 
a Clemson University 
graduate student who 
receives about $40,000 in 
yearly tuition waivers and 
about $20,000 in actual 
pay would have a taxable 
income of $60,000 a year 
under the new bill - now 
including the money they 
do not receive. This pushes 
the tax burden up from 
around $1,800 to $10,000 a 
year. Thus graduate students 
would have to spend half 
of their modest stipend 
on taxes. 
Clearly, the Grad 
Student Tax would make 
pursuing a graduate 
education impossible for 
many prospective students, 
and even current students 
are likely to drop out. 
This is highly problematic 
because Clemson's research 
and teaching activities rely 
heavily on the efforts of 
graduate students. Most 
Clemson professors use 
teams ofgraduate students to 
conduct research activities, 
and many classes have a 
Teaching Assistant that does 
the grading, lab discussions 
and even part of the actual 
teaching. Clemson would 
either have to increase 
graduate students' salaries 
to compensate for the Grad 
Student Tax or hire more 
professors to do all the work. 
Either option would result in 
noticeable tuition hikes for 
all Clemson students! 
At a broader scale, the 
Grad Student Tax · means 
that talented individuals will 
be precluded from pursuing 
a graduate education. 
As most of the R&D 
produced by US industries 
is currently done by workers 
with graduate degrees, the 
amount and impact of the 
research produced in the 
United States will decline 
drastically due to the Grad 
Student Tax, hindering the 
MPSf/S N~ PMTUA/ Wi~t'111 ptu1 r-'1'vf~llyt' 
Clemson University, School ofComputing 
F.ach reader's first copy ofThe 
Tiger is free. All subsequent copies 
are $1.00 each. 
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TakeaUJaysfro1n the ACC 
Cha1npionship ga1ne 
Story by Colin Halni II Asst. Sports Editor 
Offensive 
Efficiency: 
Despite the fact that Clemson's 
longest run of the night was 11 
yhds, the Tigers constantly pushed 
the ball forward and converted when 
·neces·sary. The 14 points they scored 
in the first quarter were helped along 
by converting 100 percent of their 
third-down chances. Quarterback 
Kelly Bryant was also 9-for-9 passing 
for 124 yards. Later in the third 
quarter, Clemson gained possession 
from Miami on three straight 
turnovers and turned two of those 
into points. 
reakups: 
It was nor a secret that Clemson's 
secondary has been banged for the 
better part of six games. Tanner 
Muse lost his starting job to sopho­
more K'Von Wallace and Mark 
Fields and Marcus Edmond have 
both had nagging injuries for the 
better part of this year. Freshman 
AJ Terrell and sophomore Trayvon 
Mullen have had to assume much 
larger roles in the defense because 
of those injuries and it reams have 
taken advantage. Over time, they 
grew into their newfound roles and 
have meshed better with the rest 
of the defense than they did at the 
start. Wallace in particular had an 
important pass breakup early in 
the game when wide receiver Jeff 
Thomas was open downfield, came 
down with ball, but had it ripped 
from his hands by the sophomore 
safety. Each of the young players 
has grown more confident and has 
played better because of 
that confidence. 
KIM MONTUORO II Staff 
Junior, Hunter Renfrow catches pass during Clemson's 38-3 win over Miami in ACC Championship Game. 
,_ Swagger: 
Clemson dominated the Hurricanes 
throughout the entire game and 
they made sure to let them know 
it. The Tigers mimicked the Canes' 
turnover chain after every rakeaway 
and every touchdown. Ir wasn't 
enough to beat Miami handily, no. 
They had to break their soul as well 
as their body. Coach Swinney usu­
ally emphasizes being humble and 
treating opponents with respect, 
however the stakes were higher. It 
was a win or go home type of game 
and Clemson wanted to make its 
mark wherever it could. 
-~, ... ..,~.-:e:,-:;n~sive Line 
Protection 
Miami's defense was a top unit 
in sacks per game and tackles for 
loss per game. They knew how to 
bring pressure and force opposing 
quarterbacks to rush their throws. 
Clemson's offensive line wasn't 
earthshatteringly terrible, but it was 
sub-par on the extended pass plays. 
The game plan for Dabo Swinney 
and Co. definitely revolved around 
running the ball efficiently and us­
ing short passes to mitigate any pass 
rush they had. Clemson's line had 
trouble on the few long-developing 
pass plays that Bryant had including 
bryant's rushing touchdown which 
was more a case of Bryant scram­
bling than it being a designed run. 
Bryant's natural athletic ability has 
saved them in the past, but in the 
upcoming playoff games they may 
not be so lucky. 
,,ter Renfrow'sJ Limited 
Involvement 
In a blowout win, one would think 
that Hunter Renfrow would be at 
the forefront ofClemson's passing 
attack, yet he hardly made a catch 
after the opening drive. He had 
three catches for 41 yards on that 
drive and then just two catches 
for four yards after that. Renfrow 
is the most reliable target for his 
quarterback, but he never really got 
many opportunities after Clemson 
went up by 21 in the first ha!£ At 
that point the Tigers are just trying 
to kill clock, but getting Renfrow 
more touches could have evened out 
the offense more. 
andling: 
Forcing turnovers have been 
a huge part of how Miami plays 
defense. They even added a chain 
to their celebration of that fact. 
Clemson appeared to have given 
the Hurricanes an early momentum 
shift after forcing the punt, but 
fumbling during the return. Ray-Ray 
McCloud was the culprit seemingly 
tripping on nothing and letting go 
of the ball. Luckily for Clemson, 
Miami missed their attempted field 
goal shifting momentum back to 
the Tigers. McCloud fumbled the 
next time out on offense, but it 
was recovered by tight end Milan 
Richard. In the third quarter, 
CJ Fuller fumbled the ball, but 
Treymane Anchrum recovered it. 
All in all, it was a poor effort from 
Clemson's skill players in trying to 
build steam against a championship 
opponent. Turnovers start costing 
more during the postseason and 
they couldn't afford to keep giving 
the ball away. 
CLEMSON SHAPING UP AS ACC DARK HORSE 
Pro1nising Tigers showing late-ga1ne poise 
Ryan Donahue 
Senior StaffWriter 
With a solid start to the 
season under their belts, the 
Clemson Tigers are quickly 
making a name for themselves 
as a team on the rise early on in 
the 2017-2018 men's basketball 
season. While the Tigers have 
developed a reputation under 
head coach Brad Brownell as a 
team keen to start off well and 
taper off during conference play, 
this time around, the situation at 
hand seems unique. 
Clemson's well-rounded, 
ultra-balanced offense features 
enough diversity to allow Clemson 
to continue on its ascens10n 
throughout the remainder of 
non-conference play. Boasting 
five starters with double-digit 
scoring averages, the Tigers have 
been a solid offensive unit thusI 
far, as evinced by a second-half 
scoring barrage in an impressive 
79-65 victory over the Ohio 
State Buckeyes in the ACC-Big 
Ten Challenge. I 
"I thought we played about 
as well as we could play in the 
I 
second half and really showed a 
lot of grit and guts throughout 
the game," Brownell said 
after Clemson caught fire and 
outscored Ohio State 49-28 in the 
second half. 
While last season saw 
Clemson struggle to maintain its 
consistency on offense, with a 
coterie of players stepping up and 
then disappearing in an up-and­
down game-by-game basis. This 
season, the key performers have 
played the part game in and game 
out, especially with regard to elite 
forwards Donte Grantham and 
Elijah Thomas. 
After suffering from a 
frustrating second half of the 
season last year, Grantham has 
shown Out from the floor this 
fall, consistently knocking down 
key shots to brace the Tigers 
to victories. Teaming up with 
Grantham down low has been 
Thomas, the promising big man 
who sports the highest ceiling 
of any Tiger hooper. Physical, 
versatile and a force to be reckoned 
with around the rim, Thomas is 
averaging around nine rebounds 
per game so far, dominating in 
the paint and providing a stellar 
offensive presence around the rim 
that Clemson has not boasted in 
quite some time. 
The Clemson backcourt has 
shone brightly as well, as starting · 
guards Gabe DeVoe, Shelton 
Mitchell and Marcquise Reed 
have all flourished so far this 
year, clearly benefiting from the 
more consistent level of playing 
time, as opposed to the gamut 
of sporadic rotation that the 
backcourt featured last season. 
Each of the three aforementioned 
guards presents a threat to the 
opposing defense from beyond 
the three-point arc, enabling them 
to combine with Grantham to 
make Clemson a rather dynamic 
offensive force . 
While the ACC is rather top­
heavy this season, as perennial 
powerhouses Duke, North 
Carolina and Notre Dame appear 
to be the clear-cut favorites to 
lead the way in the conference, 
the rest of the league is somewhat 
up in the air at the beginning 
of the year, which bodes well 
for Clemson. Considering that 
many of the usual contenders in 
the ACC could potentially be 
burdened by youth this season, the 
veteran-laden Tigers are poised to 
surprise many in conference play 
this year, as Clemson could very 
well establish itself as a top-tier 
team in the league. 
The Tigers have been hampered 
in recent seasons by a failure to 
adequately balance Brownell's 
trademark imposing defensive 
style with an appropriate fast­
paced, ACC-caliber offensive 
style. But that persistent issue 
seems to be in the process of being 
worked out by this year's Clemson 
squad, as the well-rounded 
starting lineup has enabled the 
Tigers to thrive against opponents 
with a variety of different playing 
styles to begin the season. 
Of course, the Tigers' 
schedule will naturally grow 
increasingly difficult as the season 
progresses, but the electrifying 
start, including poised late-game 
performances versus Ohio and 
Texas Southern, indicates that 
Clemson is up for the challenge. 
Showing consistent improvement 
since suffering a loss to Temple 
m the championship game 
of the Charleston Classic last 
month, Clemson has displayed 
an adequacy to respond well 
to diversity. 
Following the solid second­
half effort by Clemson versus 
Ohio State, Brownell said, 'Tm 
just proud of my team for hanging 
in there with this. There were 
times last year in this situation 
where we'd lose close games, fight 
like crazy and lose it at the end." 
That obvious improvement from 
last season to this season has been 
evident oftentimes this year, as 
Clemson has made the most of 
each of its late-game opportunities 
to come away with victories. 
That poise and promise when it 
matters most was something that 
the 2016-2017 Clemson Tigers 
lacked for the most part. 
As always, the ACC presents 
a major challenge, but Clemson 
appears to be up for it, with the 
perfect balance of the starting 
lineup seeming to be the perfect 
ingredient as Clemson aims to 
overachieve m what serves as 
a highly important season in 
Tiger Town. 
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Senior StajfWriter 
After their 3-1 loss to Coastal 
Carolina in the second round of the 
NCAA tournament, the Clemson 
Tigers men's soccer team's season 
came to a dose. With the loss, the 
Tigers will have to say goodbye to an 
outstanding class of seniors. One of 
those seniors that will be moving on 
is forward Diego Campos. Campos 
had an incredible career at Clemson 
in which he scored twenty-three 
goals and recorded twenty-two 
assists. While receiving Second Team 
All-ACC honors last year, he was 
named the team's Offensive Player 
of the Year for the 2016 season. This 
season, Campos was named to the 
First Team All-ACC squad along 
with the Team of The Tournament 
award for the ACC. 
Campos was born in San Jose, 
Costa Rica and never imagined 
having this amount of success in the 
United States. In fact, Campos never 
saw himself coming to the United 
States at all. "It happened in a matter 
of days really," Campos said when 
describing how he decided to leave 
Costa Rica. "My friend came up to 
me and he asked me if I wanted to 
come to the United States to play 
soccer... and looking back, it was 
definitely the best decision I ever 
made". 
When Campos first arrived 
in the United States, he attended 
Montverde Academy in Montverde, 
Florida. Campos led his high school 
team to back-to-back national 
championships and No. l national 
rankings in his junior and senior 
seasons. In these two seasons, 
Campos rallied a whopping sixty 
two goals en route to being named 
the Gatorade Player of the Year in 
Florida. For Campos however, it 
has never been about the individual 
awards. "It comes down to the team," 
Campos said. "If guys don't pass me 
the ball,' then I wouldn't score goals. 
It's always nice to have [individual 
awards], but I'm more concerned 
about a team award." This team-first 
attitude is a trait that Campos has 
consistently shown throughout his 
Clemson career. 
Campos has always shown great 
appreciation for the teammates and 
coaches he has had over the years. 
"Coach Noonan and the rest of the 
staff have been doing a great job in 
recruiting not only the best players 
but the best people with great 
character... so I think we'll be fine," 
Campos said when asked about the 
future ofthe Clemson ream and its key 
underclassmen contributors. Campos 
also commented on the bond he has 
with head coach Mike Noonan and 
the rest of the coaching staff. "They 
changed the culture completely and 
PHILIP NIXON// Staff 
Star striker, Diego Campos, celebrates after scoring a goal. Campos 
scored 10 goals in 18 games helpign Clemson ·to a 14-4-1 record. 
it's been great to have them as coaches, 
as friends, as family really," he said. 
Campos spoke similarly about some 
of his past teammates that have 
helped him become the player and 
person he is today. "Phanuel Kavita, 
Andrew Tarbell, Ara [Amirkhanian], 
Amadou Dia, just some great guys to 
be around, some great soccer players, 
great teammates, and they really 
showed [us] the way," Campos said 
when listing past teammates that he 
has learned from. 
Similar to these Clemson greats 
before him, Campos has tried to 
show some ofhis younger teammates 
the way to be successful. ''At the 
end of your career all you want to 
do is just remember the good times 
you had with your friends, your 
teammates, your coaches," Campos 
said to the underclassmen prior to 
this year's playoffs. "It's just about the 
moments." There is no doubt that 
Campos lived by this advice himself. 
Goals like his highlight reel bicycle 
kick against Providence in 20 l 6 or 
his hat trick at Duke this season made 
it dear that Campos truly was playing 
for the moments. 
It was always evident during 
his time it Clemson that Campos 
was having fun on the pitch. Part of 
what makes this possible is his vibrant 
personality - a personality that is 
emphasized perfectly by his long, 
flowing hair. For most of his time at 
Clemson, Campos' trademark was 
his long, black hair as it flew around 
his head while he ran for the ball. 
About halfway through this season 
however, Campos cut his flow in 
favor of a dean buzz cut. "It got to 
a point where I couldn't keep [ the 
hair] anymore," Campos said about 
his decision "It was nothing special. 
I just decided to cut it". 
When :i.sked about his future 
beyond Clemson, Campos said that 
his goal is to play soccer professionally . 
.Campos will graduate with a degree 
in economics and would like to 
help kids from Costa Rica come to 
the United States to have the same 
opportunities he had. Whatever 
Campos decides to pursue, it is dear 
that his passion, talent and kindness 
will take him a long way. 
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE 
By: Joseph Messier, Timeout Editor 
Everyone has their own song favorites for the winter and holiday season. However great each 
and every one of these classics are, there is a physical limit to the amount of times a person can 
listen to "Jingle Bells". So if you are in some dire need of relief, try out these not-so-traditional 
holiday songs. Maybe you can add them to your list of classics. 
1. "Cold As Ice" by Foreigner 
2. ''.A Hazy Shade ofWmter" by Simon & Garfunkel 
3. ''.AWmter's Tale" by Queen 
4. "Coldest Wmter" by Kanye West 
5. "The Ice ofBoston'' by Dismemberment Plan 
6. "Snow (Hey Oh)" by Red Hot Chili Peppers 
7. "Sister Winter'' by Sufjan Stevens I I 
8. "Cold December Night'' by Michael Duble 
Courtesy of Wlklmedla Courtesy of Wlklmedla Courtesy of Wlklmedla 
SaavonSmalls 
Editor-in-Chief 
With the holidays 
quickly approaching, gift 
giving is almost a must. 
Because nothing says "holiday 
spirits" like commercialism 
and fighting with a middle­
aged mother over the last 
Nintendo Switch, right? A 
personal favorite gift-giving 
ritual of mine is White 
Elephant. If you've been 
living with Patrick Star, then 
you might not know that 
White Elephant is. an essential 
game of gifts, swaps, steals 
and surprises. It's all light­
hearted fun, but the hardest 
part is probably picking out 
what to bring with you to 
your friend group's ~holiday~ 
party. Thankfully, we've 
got a few ideas for even the 
cheapest of skates: 
I. A box of tissues: if you're 
having your party before 
finals week, this is the perfect 
I gift for a friend. They're going 
to be crying anyway, so why 
not give them something 
for them to wipe their eyes 
with? Even if you have the 
I party after finals, this gift will 
work wonders when the gift 
I 
receiver sees their final GPA. 
2. A brick from the Union: 
Every year they say the Union 
will be shut down. When will 
it happen? Who knows, but 
having a brick would be a great 
way to maintain maximum 
~nostalgia~ of this "iconic" 
building. Also, you no longer 
have to tell someone to hit 
the metaphorical bricks, just 
show them your brick and 
have them actually hit it. 
3. The will to live: The great 
thing about this gift is that 
it's completely free. Just take 
some of your own will and 
you're good to go. You don't 
even have to wrap it. You're 
welcome. 
4. A new heart: For the third 
year in a row, the Clemson 
Tigers have made the CFP. 
But that doesn't mean they 
don't have games that put 
us on the verge of strokes. 
Cardiologists are expensive, 
but a heart is cheap right? 
They 3D print them all of 
the time, so head on over to 
the Watt Center and get this 
present for free! If they don't 
do it because it's "unrealistic," 
call them selfish and demand 
to see their manager (the Watt 
Center has one, right?). 
5. An "IOU in like five 
years": You know those videos 
where celebrities or successful 
people buy their family and 
friends nice things? Wouldn't 
you love to do that yourself? 
Well, you can't, because you're 
currently sitting in your dorm 
room eating a Lunchables for 
dinner. Well, with this special 
version of an "IOU," you can 
be in one of those videos in 
five years. Or at least buy your 
friend two things from the 
McDonald's dollar menu. 
6. An old shredded t-shirt: 
So remember when Kanye 
first launched his clothing 
line and you thought: "what 
idiot buys shredded t-shirts?" 
Well, you're the idiot - or 
at least half idiot - because 
this gift requires an old t-shirt 
you don't care about and a 
pair of scissors. Shock your 
friends with this latest piece of 
~fashion~ and say you spent 
$40 on it. The person who 
ends up getting it will be as 
stylish as Gigi Hadid, minus 
the terrible walk and money­
influenced modeling career. 
Ifyou're looking for a couple ofholiday songs that aren't exactly suitable for the workplace, 
don't worry, all is not lost. There's still a couple songs that might take your fancy. 
I. "I Wanna Rock You Hard This Christmas" by The Dan Band 
2. "Dreidel, Dreidel, Dreidel" by South Park 
3. "Jingle Hells Bells" by Bob RiversI I 
4. "Christmas at Ground Zero" by ''Weird Al" Yankovic 
5. "I Came Upon A Roadkill Deer'' by Bob Rivers 
6. "Christmas Can Can" by Straight No Chaser 
7, "Hanukka In Saint Monica" by Tom Lehrer 
8. "My Menorah" by Chevonne 
1. Why is Santa's sack so big? 
- He only comes once a year. 
2. What do reindeer do on the catwalk? 
- Sleigh 
3. What do you call Santa if he goes 
down the chimney while the fire is lit? 
- Krisp Kringle 
4. What do you call a frog you kiss on 
Christmas? 
-A mistle-toad 
5. What do you call a bunch of chess 
players bragging about their games in a 
hotel lobby? 
- Chess nuts boasting in an open foyer 
/ \;' 
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TAIL OF 
DECAPITATIO 
By: Rebecca West, Copy Editor 
Several years ago, on 
the cusp of Thanksgiving, 
my dog was a young 
German Shepherd filled 
with exuberance and 
enthusiasm. Everywhere 
she went, she ran without 
looking first. Everything 
she did, she carried out 
without considering the 
consequences. And when 
she got the end of her tail 
chopped off by the storm 
door on the back porch, 
she merely yelped and 
continued her romping as if 
nothing was wrong. Other 
than her yelp, the only 
hint to us, the remaining 
occupants of the house, that 
she was injured at all was 
the result of her constant 
tail-wagging. 
Apparently, when a 
dog whips around a limb, 
particularly one that is 
spouting blood, it tends to 
imitate a murder scene. In 
other words, the kitchen 
soon possessed a distinct 
lack of clean surfaces and 
an excess of red streaks on 
formerly clean surfaces. 
From there it was 
an odd cross between a 
game of tag and a chore of 
hog wrangling, and once 
dog was lying still on the 
ground, we began to bind 
her wound. Wrapping the 
injury in gauze was a lesson 
in patience that required 
copious amounts of tape. 
My dog only escaped 
twice under the combined 
tutelage of my sister and 
me, with me as the doctor 
and her the muscle, but 
we eventually succeeded in 
our task. 
The result was a messy 
and haphazard tourniquet. 
Thankfully, the wrapping 
stayed in place the remainder 
of the afternoon, and it 
seemed that her tail was 
not in danger of becoming 
uncovered any time soon. 
So with a deeply misplaced 
sense of optimism, my 
family decided that we 
would go to Chick-fil-a 
for dinner. 
Upon · finishing our 
meal, my family and I arrived 
home only to discover 
that we had made a dire 
mistake. A small collection 
of gauze and tape sat in the 
middle of the front hall, 
torn into strips by my dog's 
mighty teeth. Following the 
occasional dtops of blood 
through the living room 
and into the kitchen, we 
discovered another mistake 
that had been made, this 
one by my dog. For beside 
her exhausted and bloated 
body, there was a slab of 
cardboard wrapped in 
shredded plastic. 
In our absence, my dog 
had pulled a package of 22 
croissants from the counter 
and eaten all of it. Perhaps 
the deed would not have 
been so horrible if not for 
the nature of the croissants. 
They were not the pathetic, 
tiny excuses for French 
pastries that lived on the 
shelves ofHarris Teeter. No, 
they were Costco croissants. 
In the wake of our 
horror, I urged my dog up 
the stairs and to her bed. 
From there, I methodically 
rewrapped the end of her 
tail, and the job was made 
much easier by her swollen 
stomach. Later that night, 
when I attempted to take 
her outside one last time, she 
merely lifted her head, gave 
me a flat stare, and flopped 
back over. It seemed that the 
day had been just a bit too 
much for her to handle. So, 
I decided I valued my dog's 
opinion of me and deigned 
to let her rest. 
Needless to say, we 
now ensure that any Costco 
croissants that make their 
way into our house are 
kept well away · from the 
edge of the counter, and 
that every time my dog 
comes in through the back 
door, her tail is clear of 
the doorway before it 
slams shut. 
Pasatieni.pos 
CROSSWORD.· 
Across , 
I. Song of joy; 
6. Rights org.; 
· -10. Hang loose; 
14. Actress MacDowell; 
I5. "Barton Fink" director; 
I 6. Buck follower; 
I7. Abounds; 
18. Airline since 1948; 
19. Bog down; 
20. Scot's cap; 
21. Small pieces; 
24. Shah, e.g.; 
26. Bridal paths; 
27. _ the ramparts ... ; 
28. Puccini classic; 
30. Final Four org.; 
33. Attack with severe criticism; 
35. Univ. aides; 
38. Like a mosquito bite; 
40. "Exodus" role; 
41. Like nonoyster months; 
43. Gallery display; 
44. Erase; 
47. _ instant; 
48. Layers; IO. San Diego suburb; 52. Sports area; at Coo le" poet; 
49. Apt. divisions; 11. Corbeled bay window; 53. Less bananas; 59. Plains native; 
51. Atelier items; 12. TV producer Michaels; 54. Once_ time ... ; 60. Sulk; 
54. Normally; 13. Silt deposit; 55. Crescents; 65. Acapulco gold; 
58. Leaping insect; · 22. Milky Way maker; 56. Knight's weapon; 
61. Abu Dhabi's fed.; 23. Kitchen gadget; 57. "The Wild Swans 
62. Basic unit ofheredity; 25. Ark builder; Last issue's crossword63. Langston Hughes poem; 28. Gogol's"_ Bulba"; 
64. Italian lady; 29. Earrelated; answers 
2 3 4 
17 
20 
24 
38 
43 
58 
62 
8 SI 
23 
66. Work without_; 30. Actress Vardalos; 
67. Person, place, or thing; 31. Geom. point; 
68. Build; 69 _ avis; 32. Perform; 
" . I"70. _gnp.; 34. Latte spot; mountains 
71. Thorny flowers; 35. Sawbuck; 
Down 36. Al Jolson's real 
I. Singer LaBelle; first name; 
2. Lend_ (listen); 37. Ninedigit ID; a Clemson paw 
3. Excess fluid in an 39. Shouts; 
organ; 42. Actress Bonet; 
I 4. Intention; 45. Angling; 
5. Monster's nickname; 46. Scottish Gaelic; 
a lion 6. _ the hole; 48. Previous monetary 
7. Young male horse; unit of Spain; 
8. Jacob's first wife; 50. Unlawful killing; 
I 
9. Let loose; 51. Actress Samantha; Horoscopes by: 1be TlmeOut 
Staff 
I 
Tattoos the signs HOROSCOPES. would get 
a butterfly 
a swirl 
an anchor 
a Latin quot~ 
an inside joke 
a book/movie quote 
an important date/ name 
flowers 
a waving flag 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
~=-AprU20 
~TAURUS 
''Y((,,, April 21 -May 20 
A" 
~GEMINI
,~t'l~ May21-June2111~ 1 ~) 
LEO 
July 23 -Aug. 23 
VDUIO 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
nit J,IBRA 
~7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
~ SCORPIO
~=:~=: Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
~ SAGrrrARIUS 
.,~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
~""\._ CAPRICORN 
ft'Dec.22-Jan.19 
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